Local Planning Committee
Agenda
Date:

Thursday, February 12, 2015

Time:

10:00 am - 2:00 pm

Location:

Islands Trust Victoria Boardroom
200-1627 Fort Street, Victoria, BC

Pages
1.

CALL TO ORDER (DM)

10:00 AM - 10:05 AM

2.

INTRODUCTIONS - ROUNDTABLE (DM)

10:05 AM - 10:30 AM

3.

ELECTION

10:30 AM - 10:45 AM

3.1

Election of Chair (DM)

3.2

Election of Vice-Chair (Chair)

3.3

Election of Financial Planning Committee
Appointment (Chair)

4.

APPROVAL OF AGENDA

5.

LOCAL PLANNING COMMITTEE ORIENTATION

6.

5.1

Terms of Reference/Council Policy 2.3.ii (DM)

5.2

Strategic Plan and the Local Planning Committee
(DM)

5.3

Getting Items onto the Local Planning Committee
Agenda (DM)

5.4

Agenda Format (DM)

5.5

Local Planning Committee Work Program Format
(DM)

5.6

Staff Resources (DM)

5.7

Local Planning Committee Toolkit (DM)

ADOPTION OF MINUTES/COORDINATION
6.1

Draft Minutes of November 5, 2014 Meeting

6.2

Resolutions Without Meeting

6.3

Follow-up Action List

10:45 AM - 11:15 AM

3 - 16
11:15 AM - 11:30 AM
17 - 20

21 - 21

1

7.

WORK PROGRAM ITEMS
7.1

Local Planning Committee Current Work Program
Review (JS)

11:30 AM - 12:00 PM

7.2

LUNCH BREAK

12:00 PM - 12:30 PM

7.3

Terms of Reference Review - Request for Decision
(JS)

7.4

Green Shores for Homes Thetis Pilot Report - RFD

8.

DISCUSSION ITEMS - None

9.

ON-GOING ITEMS - None

10.

NEW BUSINESS - None

11.

LOCAL PLANNING COMMITTEE - WORK PROGRAM
APPROVAL OF PRIORITIES
11.1

12.

13.

11:30 AM - 1:30 PM
22 - 30

12:30 PM - 1:30 PM
31 - 80

1:30 PM - 1:45 PM

See 7.1 Work Program Above

NEXT MEETING
12.1

2015 Meeting Dates

12.2

Alternative Meeting Locations

ADJOURNMENT

1:45 PM - 2:00 PM
81 - 81

2:00 PM - 2:00 PM
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Local Planning Committee Composition
The Local Planning Committee (LPC) consists of trustees appointed by the
Council Chairperson with one Executive Committee member as assigned by the
Council Chairperson. LPC members hold their seats until their replacements are
elected after the next election. The Trust Council Chairperson is an ex-officio
(non-voting) member of the LPC.
LPC members elect their Committee Chairperson and Vice-Chairperson. The
Council Chairperson may appoint an interim Council Committee Chairperson
when required. The LPC Chairperson will normally chair the Committee meeting.
However, the Chairperson may designate the Vice-Chairperson to act as
Chairperson. In the absence of the Chairperson and Vice-Chairperson the
Committee shall choose a Committee member to act as Chairperson of the
meeting.

Local Planning Committee
Responsibilities and Authorities
Assigned by Trust Council
Council committee responsibilities are assigned by policy or resolution of the Islands
Trust Council. Trust Council has assigned tasks to the LPC by policy. Those that are
most frequently referred to are summarized below.
The Islands Trust Council assigns work to the LPC in two ways –policy or resolution.
Assignments made by Trust Council resolution are recorded in the minutes and Follow
Up Action List and generally relate to short-term tasks.
Trust Council Policy 2.3.i – Council Committee System sets out that the role of Council
committees’ is:


To provide policy advice to Trust Council in response to Council's referrals,
Committee initiatives and external requests of the Trust.



To provide feedback to staff on matters going to Trust Council.



To implement and maintain a Committee - specific work program.
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To make recommendations to Trust Council on interagency liaison or protocol
initiatives.



To create subcommittees (or task forces) which may be comprised of Trustees,
staff or external persons as required for a specific duration to examine a
particular Committee matter upon approval by Trust Council.



To provide input and feedback to the annual budget process.



To provide input to Trust Council's organizational strategic planning process



LPC TERMS OF REFERENCE
Trust Council Policy 2.3.ii – Local Planning Committee Terms of Reference
provides an overview of the LPC’s role, as assigned by Trust Council.

RELEVANT POLICIES
REQUESTS FOR DECISION
Trust Council Policy 2.2.i – Requests for Decision establishes a process and format for
presenting Requests for Decision to Trust Council..
COMMUNICATIONS
Trust Council Policy 6.10.ii – Communications establishes designated spokespeople
and responsibilities in regards to organizational communications.
All provincial legislation can be found on the BC Laws website.LPC members may find it
useful to refer to a particular section of the Islands Trust Act, Local Government Act, or
other legislation from time to time.
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Local Planning Committee Work Program
Local Planning Committee (LPC) work is managed through its Work Program, as per
Trust Council Policy 6.7.i. Work Program, Follow-up Action Lists and Priorities ChartThere are two general components to the Work Program: the Top Priorities and the
Long List.
WORK PROGRAM
The Local Planning Committee may identify up to three prioritized work items that are
then listed under “Work Program” in order of priority.
Work items can be significant and long-term, such as the development of a new policy,
or may be relatively minor. At the initiation of a significant project, staff will prepare a
“project charter” for LPC endorsement. Project charters are a means of managing
projects by identifying the objectives, timeline, budget, roles and responsibilities and
deliverables. The staff assigned to the project will use the timeline, milestones and
deliverables in the project charter in proceeding with the project. Regular staff reports
are provided to the LPC with updates, analysis, options and recommendations as the
principle mechanism by which the LPC reviews the progress of the project and makes
decisions as needed.

ON GOING ITEMS LIST
The LPC’s ‘On-going Items” is a record that lists projects the LPC has been assigned
by Trust Council or those it may wish to initiate in the future, once current priorities have
been addressed. Action does not generally occur until the item is approved and moved
to the Priority list, subject to available time and resources.
Work Program points to consider:


Early in the term, the LPC should identify potential work program priorities
in consultation with staff.



Senior staff review potential projects and report back to the LPC on the
feasibility of the project including: options, availability of resources, project
scope and timeline, budget requirements, consistency with policies,
legislation and the Islands Trust Strategic Plan.



If additional resources are required, the project will need to be included as
a budget request.



Once a project is approved, staff will proceed with the work, reporting
quarterly to LPC. The Director of Local Planning Services ensures that
there are sufficient resources assigned to the project and that the timeline
is being met.
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FOLLOW-UP ACTION LIST
The Follow up Action List (FUAL), as per Trust Council Policy 6.7.i, details actions
arising from decisions and directions the LPC made at a meeting and is the principle
mechanism for ensuring that LPC directions are carried out in a timely manner by the
appropriate staff. Follow up action lists are drafted by Local Planning Services staff after
a LPC meeting, with target completion dates and tasks assigned to the relevant staff
person. Occasionally a member of the LPC will be requested by the LPC to undertake
an action and that can be noted on the FUAL. Once an action is done, it is noted as
completed on the FUAL. A FUAL report is generated for each LPC meeting agenda.

PROJECT CHARTERS
A “project charter” is a document used by staff to communicate and track the scope,
timeline, budget and deliverables of a major project in a short, concise document. A
project charter for a LPC project is prepared by staff, approved by the Director, Local
Planning Services, and presented to the LPC for review and endorsement at the start of
a project. The document is referred to throughout the life of a project to stay on track
with the timeline, budget, scope and deliverables. All of these aspects of a project are
liable to evolve and change over the life of the project and the charter can be revised
accordingly. If a deliberate change is proposed, the impacts of changes should be
carefully assessed.

Local Planning Committee Resources –
Staff and Budgets
S TAFF S UPPORT TO THE L OCAL P LANNING C OMMITTEE
The Director of Local Planning Services and an assigned planner provide the main staff
support to the LPC.
Staff's primary function to a Committee is to act as in a support/advisory role and as
such a Committee may make requests of staff. It is the Chief Administrative Officer's
role to manage and direct staff support to the Committees and concerns in this regard
should be communicated by the Committee Chairperson to the Chief Administrative
Officer. Unresolved matters shall be dealt with by the Executive Committee
Staff roles for the LPC are assigned as follows:
Director of Local Planning Services is the main contact for the LPC. The Director
oversees the preparation of the agenda, attends all LPC meetings and assigns staff
resources to the LPC for undertaking work items.
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The Assigned Planner dedicates a portion of her or his time to undertake the work of
the LPC. This planner is also likely assigned to one or more Trust Committees;
therefore, only a portion of the planner time is available to the LPC. The time allocated
to the LPC is nominally 35 hours per quarter.
Bylaw Enforcement Administrative Assistant is also the administrative support for
the LPC. This position will compile the agenda, take the minutes and compile the
follow-up action list for all LPC meetings.

LOCAL PLANNING COMMITTEE BUDGET
Trust Council allocates a meeting expense budget for Council committees, which does
not include funding for special projects.
Budget Category

14/15 budget
$2500

Meeting Expense

Comments
Room rental, travel, meals,
teleconference charges, etc.

Special projects (e.g. development of model bylaws, research, outreach publications,
etc) of the LPC require a program request during the annual budget process. Such
funding would cover the costs of items such as meetings, travel, contractor time,
consultation and communications, advertising, legal review, and any statutory
notifications associated with a project. Staff time, the largest single cost, is not included
in these budgets. Project funding requests for an upcoming fiscal period are reviewed
by the Financial Planning Committee and recommended projects are forwarded to Trust
Council for inclusion in the annual budget. If the LPC wishes to re-allocate a budget
amount to a different project once the budget is adopted, this may be approved, along
with a briefing to Financial Planning Committee.
Any hiring of contractors for a project or application must be tendered and
awarded consistent with Trust Council purchasing policy.
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Islands Trust Website
The Islands Trust Website (www.islandstrust.bc.ca) contains webpages for the LPC.
LPC members are encouraged to take a look at the LPC webpages as this will be the
main source of information throughout the term. The website contains meeting
schedules, agendas, minutes.
The Trust Area Services unit manages the Islands Trust website and establishes
standards and consistency. The Director of Local Planning Services and the assigned
planner manage LPC web pages.

Local Planning Committee Meetings
TYPES OF MEETINGS
Trust Council Policy 2.1.ix Meeting Procedure Guidelines provide some guidance on
conduct of TPC meetings.
Open Meetings
There are two types of open meetings, as per Provincial Legislation:


Regular Business Meetings: are scheduled for a whole calendar year at
the start of each year. These meetings may be cancelled or rescheduled
throughout the year, if needed.



Special Meetings: are scheduled on an as needed basis.

Typically, the regular business meetings are where all LPC business is conducted; this
includes consideration of briefing and request for decision documents, along with
routine business such as adoption of minutes, and a work program. All meetings are
open to the public unless specifically closed. The LPC rarely receives delegations, but
has provided an opportunity for them when requested.
Special meetings are scheduled as needed and usually contain one or two business
items and usually do not include routine business such as approval of minutes.
However, the LPC is not limited as to what business they wish to conduct at a special
meeting. As special meetings are primarily used to deal with an urgent matter, and as
Council committees do not typically deal with urgent business, special meetings for
Council committees are uncommon.
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Closed Meetings
The Community Charter allows local governments to conduct some business within a
closed meeting, where the LPC can choose who can attend (closed meetings are often
referred to as ‘in-camera) and excludes all others. The Community Charter is very
specific as to what business can and cannot occur within a closed meeting. The LPC
rarely needs to go in-camera; typical reason for the LPC to go in camera could be for
the receipt of legal advice.

Electronic Meetings
Committees are encouraged to utilize teleconferencing or web-conferencing arranged
by staff as a cost efficient means of conducting meetings. A teleconference or webconference meeting shall be considered a duly constituted meeting, provided it has
been scheduled with at least one week notice and that an agenda package has been
distributed for trustees' review.

SCHEDULING LPC MEETINGS
Trust Council Policy 2.3.i. Council Committee System sets out that the Council
committees will have four meetings per year and that any further meetings must be
planned within the approved Committee's meeting expense account.
Adoption of the annual regular meeting schedule for a calendar year typically occurs at
a regular meeting in the fall of the preceding year. In an election year, this occurs as
soon as possible at the beginning of the new term. Meetings are scheduled based of the
following factors:


The LPC’s preferred meeting day (typically the same day of the week),
held quarterly,



Meetings are adjusted for statutory holidays, conflicts with Trust Council,
Executive Committee, and LTC meetings.



Meetings are not scheduled for late in December and early in January due
to Christmas office closure and potential weather-related cancellations.



Meeting start times are timed around ferry schedules and to minimize
impacts on overtime.

Arranging and coordinating LPC meetings requires a significant amount of staff
resources. Moving, cancelling and postponing regular business meetings will happen,
and it is a normal part of business. Staff will accommodate LPC requirements; however,
please bear in mind any change to a business meeting date requires a significant
amount of ‘unseen’ staff resources.
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The staff time required to prepare and follow up on special meetings may be close to
that of a regular business meeting.
Some factors for LPC members to keep in mind regarding meeting planning:


consideration of staff resourcing (including staff responsible for putting the
agenda together and staff required for meeting attendance), and
availability of the all LPC members and minute-takers.



support staff are responsible for tracking all meetings, producing meeting
notices, posting meeting schedule on the website, booking meeting
venues, arranging for minute takers, ensuring that minutes are signed and
filed, as well as prepare, distribute and file agenda packages.



meetings are scheduled on a regular basis to provide certainty for all
participants, to ensure ongoing business moves forward, and to ensure
staff resources are available to prepare for and attend the meeting.



The annual meeting schedule is adopted by a resolution of the LPC.



All LPC decisions are conducted in meetings.

MEETING AGENDAS
Agendas are prepared well in advance of all meetings and complete agenda packages
are distributed and posted at least 10 full days before the meeting per the Islands Trust
Council Policy 2.3.i. Council Committee System. At a minimum, the agenda should
include:
1) Approval of previous meeting minutes.
2) Follow Up Action List.
3) Council referral items.
Committee meetings agendas will be prepared by the designated staff in consultation
with the Chairperson.
The following is a guide to the timeline used for LPC regular business meeting agenda
preparation.
 Days BEFORE the Meeting:
14 days

Deadline for staff and trustees to identify agenda topics

12-13 days

Staff holds teleconference with Committee Chair and
Executive Committee Liaison to go over the agenda content
and timings.

11 days

Cut-off for approved agenda items to be submitted to
Director, Local Planning Services.
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10 days

Agenda Packages are compiled and published in eSCRIBE,
circulated to trustees and relevant staff and posted to the
website by the end of the working day.

1-9 days

Chair is consulted if a late agenda is requested. Late agenda
items are discouraged and should be for pressing matters
only. Routine or minor additions to existing agenda items
may be distributed by email and added at the meeting.

During meeting

Late Items are discouraged; however, with LPC approval at
the meeting, late items may be added. These items must be
provided to staff, to ensure that the agenda package can be
updated with the additions after the meeting.

MOTIONS AND RESOLUTIONS
Resolutions are the official record of LPC decisions and are recorded in the meeting
minutes. The importance of a well prepared motion cannot be understated, and the time
a trustee spends preparing the wording for a motion will pay off. A clear resolution will
allow staff and the public to understand the LPC’s direction now and in the future, and
an unclear resolution can create confusion, delays, and time spent working on
something not intended by the LPC.
Some important guidelines to keep in mind:


Requests for Decision include wording in the form of a resolution; trustees
making motions should use this wording as the basis of the motion, even if
it is amended somewhat. Staff reports also contain alternative options,
usually worded in the form of a motion.



Where a LPC resolution is sought, but a Request for Decision document
has not been prepared (e.g. for minor items), staff will add ‘Agenda
Context Notes’ that may include a recommended resolution.



Motions brought to the table by an individual trustee should be written out,
prior to the meeting if possible, circulated to the other members of the LPC
and provided to the minute taker.



Motions are moved and seconded. Motions can be seconded for
discussion or the Chair can second a motion



Direction to staff should be in the form of a resolution.



Discussion should occur after the motion has been moved and seconded.



All resolutions must be voted on within a business meeting (except
RWMs, see below).
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Resolutions must stand alone and be as specific as practical by not
referring to ‘attached documents’, although if required, documents should
be referenced by title, date, and where appropriate, author.



The Chair should always ask the minute taker to read-back the motion
before voting and ensure the minute taker has the resolution recorded
correctly.

MEETING FOLLOW UP
After a LPC meeting, the Secretary updates and completes the LPC Follow Up Action
List (FUAL) and emails it to all staff/trustees who have a task assigned to them

SECTION 26 RESOLUTIONS-WITHOUT-MEETING
As described in Policy 2.2.iii – Trust Council Resolutions without Meeting, the Islands
Trust Act grants Islands Trust bodies a unique authority to make decisions outside of
meetings (by phone, email or fax). This power was given in consideration of the relative
infrequency of meetings compared to meetings of municipal councils and regional
district boards, and the need to make some decisions in a timely manner. Use of
resolutions-without-meeting (RWM), rather than making decisions in an open meeting,
should be considered only for routine matters.
It is important to keep in mind that trustees cannot discuss or debate RWMs with other
members of the LPC as that would violate open meeting rules. RWMs are not
conducted in public (though a report of completed RWMs is included in the regular
business meeting agenda) and the logistics can take up considerable staff time; for
these reasons, RWMs should only be used in situations where the business cannot wait
to the next business meeting or a business meeting is not scheduled within a
reasonable time period Some examples where a RWM may be appropriate: a
discussion and debate has occurred at a meeting but the decision was deferred;
scheduling a special meeting; or adopting minutes.
When minutes are being adopted via RWM, trustees are able to review the draft
minutes and reply to staff with comments. Debating changes to the minutes between
two trustees, including by email, is not lawful as it constitutes as quorum. As such, if
each trustee has only minor changes, then the minutes will be updated and sent back
out for adoption by RWM. If staff receives conflicting, complex or debatable comments
back from individual trustees, then the process stops and the unaltered draft minutes
will wait until the next TPC meeting for discussion.

‘RESOLUTION WITHOUT MEETING’ PROCEDURE
When a RWM is initiated the following steps should be taken:
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1.

Staff send the Call for the Vote form to the LPC, asking LPC members to
move and second the motion (whoever responds first is the Mover and the
other is the Seconder).

2.

Once the motion has been moved and seconded, staff advise the Chair and
ask for her/him to direct staff to conduct the vote.

3.

Staff send the Conduct the Vote form to LPC members and ask them to vote.

4.

Once at least a majority of votes have been received the resolution can be
signed off by the Secretary.
Note: if all trustees respond before the Secretary has signed off on the RWM,
all votes should be recorded on the Conduct the Vote portion.

5.

Once the Conduct the Vote has been signed off by the Secretary, a copy will
be scanned and emailed to the relevant director, as necessary.

6.

Enter the details of the Resolution in the RWM Database and file the original
RWM forms in the fire-proof cabinet. If the votes have been received via
email, the emails are printed out and attached to the RWM.

7.

Generate a RWM report and add it to the next LPC agenda.

Minutes and Minute Taking
As described in Trust Council Policy 6.13 – Islands Trust Minutes Guidelines, all LPC
meetings must have an official record, referred to as Minutes. Minutes are intended to
be a record of decisions that were made, not a record of everything said at a meeting.
LPC minutes are normally taken by the Bylaw Enforcement Administrative Assistant
who is assigned a Secretary for the LPC.
Once draft minutes have been prepared by the Secretary they must be reviewed by the
Chair of the LPC for informal feedback before circulation to members and posting on the
Islands Trust website. The Chair may make suggestions to enhance the clarity and
accuracy of the minutes, but may not alter the draft minutes to modify decisions with
which she or he disagrees. Any substantive changes must be brought to the next
meeting for formal amendment by the body.
Once finalized, the draft minutes will be placed on the next LPC meeting agenda for
consideration of adoption. Occasionally, the minutes are forwarded to the trustees for
comment by email and then adopted by RWM. Please see earlier section: Section 26
Resolutions-Without-Meeting (RWM).
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Once the LPC has approved the minutes, the adopted set of minutes are posted to the
website and form part of the public record. The adopted minutes will be circulated to the
Chair for signature and filing.

Contact Information (February 2015)
Main office (Victoria):
Telephone: 250-405-5151
Fax: 250-405-5155

Linda Adams, CAO
Telephone:
250-405-5160
Cell:
250-882-0555
Email:
ladams@islandstrust.bc.ca

Local Planning Services – LPC Support

David Marlor, Director of Local Planning
Services
Telephone: 250-405-5169
Email:
dmarlor@islandstrust.bc.ca

Justine Starke, Island Planner assigned
to LPC
Telephone: 250-405-5189
Email:
jstarke@islandstrust.bc.ca

Penny Hawley, Bylaw Enforcement
Administrative Assistant, assigned as
Secretary for the LPC
Telephone: 250-247-2208
Email:
phawley@islandstrust.bc.ca
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Local Planning Committee
Minutes of Regular Meeting

1.

Date:
Location:

Wednesday, November 5, 2014
Islands Trust Victoria Boardroom
200-1627 Fort Street, Victoria, BC

Members Present:

Louise Decario, Chair
Ken Hancock, Executive Committee Representative
Brian Crumblehulme, Committee Member (by web conference)
George Grams, Committee Member (by web conference)
Sheila Malcolmson, Ex-Officio Member (by web conference)
Sue French, Committee Member (by web conference)
Jan Hagedorn, Committee Member (by web conference)
Peter Johnston, Committee Member (by web conference)

Regrets:

Pamela Janszen, Committee Member
Mike Jones, Committee Member

Staff Present:

David Marlor, Director, Local Planning Services
Justine Starke, Island Planner
Stephanie Somers, Human Resources Coordinator (Minutes)

CALL TO ORDER
The meeting was called to order at 10:20 am with Trustees Grams, Hagedorn, Johnston,
Malcolmson, Crumblehulme, and French attending via web conference.

2.

APPROVAL OF AGENDA
By general consent the Local Planning Committee approved the agenda as presented.

3.

ADOPTION OF MINUTES/COORDINATION
3.1.

Minutes of Meetings
By general consent the Local Planning Committee adopted the minutes of
August 7, 2014 with no amendments.

3.2.

Follow-up Action List
The committee reviewed the follow-up action list noting the following:
• All items from the August meeting are done and can be removed
• The item from May is still in progress
• The item from February is still ongoing

1
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4.

WORK PROGRAM ITEMS
4.1.

LPC Policy Review
Island Planner Starke presented the Local Planning Committee Policy Review
project charter and briefing.

Resolution LPC-2014-035
It was MOVED and SECONDED
THAT the Local Planning Committee remove "Providing recommendations for
legislation reform initiatives and feedback on proposed legislative amendments
and legislation" from Trust Council Policy 2.3.ii.
CARRIED

Resolution LPC-2014-036
It was MOVED and SECONDED
THAT the Local Planning Committee amend Trust Council Policy 2.3.ii by
combining 2.3.iiC sub 1 and sub 2 into one list.
CARRIED

Resolution LPC-2014-037
It was MOVED and SECONDED
THAT the Local Planning Committee endorse the attached Project Charter and
direct staff to propose amendments to Trust Council Policy 2.3.ii for consideration
by Local Planning Committee in February 2015 and Trust Council in March 2015.
4.2.

Green Shores For Homes
Director Marlor presented the Green Shores for Homes Thetis Island pilot project
material.

Resolution LPC-2014-038
It was MOVED and SECONDED
THAT the Local Planning Committee direct staff to draft a Request For
Decision to Trust Council recommending Green Shores for Homes Scenarios
Workshop Summary Report and Site Profiles and Possible Solutions be
forwarded to Local Trust Committees and Bowen Island Municipality for
information.
CARRIED

Resolution LPC-2014-039
It was MOVED and SECONDED
THAT the Local Planning Committee direct staff to prepare a budget request for
$1,000 for the graphic design and Trust-wide distribution of the 'Landowners
Guide to Protecting Shoreline Ecosystems' for the 2015/2016 fiscal year.
CARRIED

2
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4.3.

Renewable Energy Technologies in the Trust Area
Director Marlor reviewed the fact sheet and asked if there were any further
changes that needed to be made.
The committee suggested some links that could be added but they were not
provided. Director Marlor noted that they could be emailed to him when the
committee had the information available.

5.

DISCUSSION ITEMS
There were no discussion items.

6.

ON-GOING ITEMS
There were no on-going items

7.

NEW BUSINESS
There were no new business items.

8.

LOCAL PLANNING COMMITTEE - WORK PROGRAM
The Local Planning Committee reviewed the work program.

Resolution LPC-2014-040
It was MOVED and SECONDED
THAT the Local Planning Committee Work Program Top Priorities be amended as per
resolutions at the November 5, 2014 meeting.
CARRIED

Resolution LPC-2014-041
It was MOVED and SECONDED
THAT Local Planning Committee remove APC Policy and Model Bylaw from the ongoing items.
CARRIED
9.

NEXT MEETING

Resolution LPC-2014-042
It was MOVED and SECONDED
THAT the Local Planning Committee adopt the next meeting date as February 12, 2015.

3
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10.

ADJOURNMENT
By general consent the meeting was adjourned at 11:34 am.

_________________________
Louise DeCario, Chair
Certified Correct:

_________________________
Stephanie Somers, Secretary and Recorder

4
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Local Planning Committee
Follow Up Action List
November 5, 2014
No.
3.1
4.1
4.2
8

Activity
Post August 7, 2014 Minutes to the Website
Amend LPC Terms of Reference per resoultions and bring
back to February LPC meeting
Draft an RFD to Trust Council recommending Green Shores
For Homes Material be forwarded to LTCs and BIM for
information
Amend LPC Work Program per resoultions

Responsibility
SS

Target Date
2014

Status
Done

JS

2015

In Progress

JS or AB?

2015

In Progress

DM

2014

In Progress

Responsibility

Target Date

Status

DM

2014

In Progress

Responsibility

Target Date

Status

May 9, 2013
No.

Activity

6.3

DLPS to follow up with MoTI staff regarding a timeline for
checklist and flowchart regarding trails on road Right of Way

February 17, 2011 meetings or earlier
No.
3.10.7

Activity
OCP/LUB Review Program - monitor and report on status
Bylaw Dispute Adjudication System Implementation - monitor
and report on status

DM
DM

G:\LPS\Meetings\Local Planning Committee\Follow Up Action List\2015\FUAL for Feb 12 2015 LPC meeting.xlsx

On Going
Aug-14

On Going

11/19/2014, Page 1
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ISLANDS TRUST

BRIEFING

To: Local Planning Committee
SUBJECT:

Date: January 29, 2015

AMENDMENTS TO TERMS OF REFERENCE – RFD FOR TRUST COUNCIL

DESCRIPTION OF ISSUE:
Trust Council Policy 3.ii (Local Planning Committee Terms of Reference) has been under review
by Local Planning Committee (LPC). Please see the attached Request for Decision (RFD)
regarding amendments to Trust Council Policy 3.ii in accordance with the LPC direction given on
November 5, 2014.
BACKGROUND:
Planning staff have analyzed Policy 2.3.ii according to current practice, other overlapping
policies, and with consideration of the different roles of Islands Trust’s other committees. Staff
recommendations were to remove some of the terms that are either redundant with Trust Council
Policy 2.3.i (Council Committee System), are not implemented in practice, or are better left as
Trust Council strategies and implemented locally by Local Trust Committees. Please see Table
1, attachedthe RFD as Appendix 3, which was reviewed by LPC on November 5, 2015.
On November 5, 2015, LPC deliberated on and accepted the staff recommendations of Table 1,
and requested Policy 2.3.ii be further amended by:
1. Removing "Providing recommendations for legislation reform initiatives and feedback on
proposed legislative amendments and legislation" from Trust Council Policy 2.3.ii.
2. Combining 2.3.iiC sub 1 and sub 2 into one list.
ATTACHMENTS: Request for Decision to Trust Council (March 10 -12, 2015, Gabriola Island)
Local Planning Committee Project Charter dated October 8, 2014
AVAILABLE OPTIONS:
That Local Planning Committee forward the Request for Decision regarding amendments to
Policy 6.3ii to Trust Council (March 10 -12, 2015, Gabriola Island);or
That Local Planning Committee does not forward the RFD to Trust Council and requests staff to
draft further amendments to policy 6.3ii for consideration by LPC.
FOLLOW-UP:

PREPARED BY:

Justine Starke, Island Planner

REVIEWED BY EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE:

SUBMITTED BY: Justine Starke, Island Planner
REVIEWED BY:

Islands Trust

David Marlor
(Director, Local Planning
Services)

Briefing

OTHER REVIEW:
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REQUEST FOR DECISION

To:

Trust Council

For the Meeting of:: March 10-12, 2015

From: Local Planning Committee

SUBJECT:

Date: January 28, 2015

AMENDMENTS TO LOCAL PLANNING COMMITTEE TERMS OF REFERENCE

RECOMMENDATION:
THAT Trust Council amend Trust Council Policy 2.3.ii as proposed in Appendix 1.

CHIEF ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICER COMMENTS:

IMPLICATIONS OF RECOMMENDATION
ORGANIZATIONAL: Amendments to the Local Planning Committee (LPC) Terms of Reference make the
role and function of Local Planning Committee more transparent and effective.
FINANCIAL:

N/A

POLICY:
If undertaken, Trust Council Policy 2.3.ii would be amended.
IMPLEMENTATION/COMMUNICATIONS:
In 2014, a general survey gave indication of staff and trustee perspectives on the roles of Local Planning
Committee. Results of the Terms of Reference amendments should be communicated as follow up to this
survey.

BACKGROUND
Trust Council passed the following motion on September 7, 2014:
That Islands Trust Council request that the Local Planning Committee undertake a
review of its terms of reference and recommend amendments to Trust Council
Policy 2.3.ii Local Planning Committee Terms of Reference.
At the November 5, 2014 Local Planning Committee meeting, the following motions were passed:

Resolution LPC-2014-037
It was MOVED and SECONDED
THAT the Local Planning Committee endorse the attached Project Charter and direct staff to
propose amendments to Trust Council Policy 2.3.ii for consideration by Local Planning Committee in
February 2015 and Trust Council in March 2015.

Resolution LPC-2014-035
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It was MOVED and SECONDED
THAT the Local Planning Committee remove "Providing recommendations for legislation reform
initiatives and feedback on proposed legislative amendments and legislation" from Trust Council
Policy 2.3.ii.
CARRIED

Resolution LPC-2014-036
It was MOVED and SECONDED
THAT the Local Planning Committee amend Trust Council Policy 2.3.ii by combining 2.3.iiC sub 1
and sub 2 into one list.
CARRIED

REPORT/DOCUMENT:
1. Draft revised Trust Council Policy 2.3.ii
2. Trust Council Policy 2.3.ii - Amended with Changes Tracked
3. Table 1: Analysis of Proposed Changes to Trust Council Policy 2.3.ii
KEY ISSUE(S)/CONCEPT(S):
Trust Council Policy 2.3.ii Local Planning Committee Terms of Reference is out of date. Throughout the
summer of 2014, trustees and planners were surveyed to assess the utility of the Local Planning Committee
Work Program over the 2011-14 term. The response rate for the survey was 76%.
The survey found that around 55% of respondents felt the work of LPC had benefited their island, and listed
specific toolkits, reports, or other educational material had been useful. The most widely used material is the
Groundwater Protection Toolkit.
The survey found that some people felt the LPC could be more helpful to the work of Local Trust
Committees. Many respondents suggested that the LPC continue to produce model regulations, toolkits,
backgrounders and other resources about specific issues common to Local Trust Committees.
“I would like to see LPC given direction by Trust Council to respond more directly and expeditiously
to emerging LTC issues, in other words where there are common issues across several LTAs, LPC
could assist LTCs in providing backgrounders, policy options, model regulations and
recommendations.”
While not specific to the LPC Terms of Reference, the survey also indicated that the Local Planning
Committee could be more visible and accessible to new trustees and planners – 20% of respondents either
did not know or were unsure what the LPC does. The comments revealed a possible lack of consistency in
disseminating LPC produced materials: some found it difficult to find all materials or had been unaware of
them, some felt that a list would be very helpful. This has begun to be addressed by posting some materials
on the Local Planning Committee section of the Islands Trust website.
Local Planning Committee Terms of Reference:
Planning staff have analyzed Policy 2.3.ii according to current practice, other overlapping policies, and with
consideration of the different roles of Islands Trust’s other committees. Staff recommendations were to
remove some of the terms that are either redundant with Trust Council Policy 2.3.i (Council Committee
System), are not implemented in practice, or are better left as Trust Council strategies and implemented
locally by Local Trust Committees. Please see Table 1, attached the RFD as Appendix 3, which was
reviewed by LPC on November 5, 2015.
On November 5, 2015, LPC deliberated on and accepted the staff recommendations of Table 1, and
requested Policy 2.3.ii be further amended by:
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1) Removing "Providing recommendations for legislation reform initiatives and feedback on
proposed legislative amendments and legislation" from Trust Council Policy 2.3.ii.
2) Combining 2.3.iiC sub 1 and sub 2 into one list.
These changes have been implemented into the draft revised Policy 6.3ii, attached as Appendix 1.
Some grammatical and formatting changes were also made.
RELEVANT POLICY:
 Trust Council Policy 2.3.i Council Committee System
 Trust Council Policy 2.3.ii Local Planning Committee Terms of Reference
DESIRED OUTCOME: Updated Terms of Reference for Local Planning Committee.
RESPONSE OPTIONS
Recommended:
THAT Trust Council amend Trust Council Policy 2.3.ii as proposed in Appendix 1.
Alternative:
THAT Trust Council takes no action at this time.

Prepared By:

Justine Starke, Island Planner

Reviewed By/Date:

__________________________________
Linda Adams, Chief Administrative Officer
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APPENDIX 1: DRAFT REVISED POLICY 2.3.ii
2.3.ii. Policy

LOCAL PLANNING COMMITTEE
TERMS OF REFERENCE
Trust Council: June 11, 1994
Amended: March 6, 1998; June 16, 2000; June 13, 2003; March 10, 2015
A:

PURPOSE:

1.

To outline the Local Planning Committees' specific areas of focus in providing policy and
planning advice to Trust Council as one of Council's three (3) standing committees (See
2.3.i. Attachment 1).

B:

REFERENCES:

1.

Policy Manual: Council Committee System (2.3.i.)

C:

POLICY:

1.

The Local Planning Committee provides advice to the Islands Trust Council and
management by undertaking the following responsibilities:
i.

Development Management – Overseeing the procedures for processing of land
use bylaws, permits etc. in an efficient and effective manner.

ii.

Local Trust Committee Functions – Responding to local trust committee
planning needs applicable throughout the Trust Area.

iii.

Local Planning Services – Advising on the provision and allocation of resources
to deliver local planning services to island communities.

iv.

Public Awareness/Education – Promoting opportunities for the enhanced public
awareness of land use planning and the Islands Trust's local planning services.

v.

Emerging Issues – Identifying and reporting to Council on emerging issues
related to the Committee's areas of responsibility for Trust Council direction.

vi.

Policy Guidance - Developing guidelines, policies and models for use by staff
and local trust committees and/or Trust Council as requested by Trust Council.

ISLANDS TRUST POLICY MANUAL
G:\LPS\Local Planning Committee\Reports, Memos, Briefing Notes\2015\Feb 12 2015 LPC\Amendments to 23ii LPC Terms of Reference.doc
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APPENDIX 2: CHANGES TRACKED - AMENDED POLICY 2.3.ii
2.3.ii. Policy

LOCAL PLANNING COMMITTEE
TERMS OF REFERENCE
Trust Council: June 11, 1994
Amended: March 6, 1998; June 16, 2000; June 13, 2003; March 10, 2015
A:

PURPOSE:

1.

To outline the Local Planning Committees' specific areas of focus in providing policy and
planning advice to Trust Council as one of Council's three (3) standing committees (See
2.3.i. Attachment 1).

B:

REFERENCES:

1.

Policy Manual: Council Committee System (2.3.i.)

C:

POLICY:

1.

The Local Planning Committee provides advice to the Islands Trust Council and
management by undertaking the following responsibilities: The responsibilities
stated apply to the following area:
Development Management – overseeing the procedures for processing of land
use bylaws, permits etc. in an efficient and effective manner.

i.

i) Community Planning promoting meaningful public processes to establish long
term community planning perspectives.
ii) Sustainable Community promoting liveable communities with viable local
economies, diversity of housing types, and sensitivity to the carrying capacity of
the island environment.
ii.

Local Trust Committee Functions – responding to local trust committee
planning needs applicable throughout the Trust Area.

iii.

Local Planning Services – advising on the provision and allocation of resources
to deliver local planning services to island communities.

iv.

Public Awareness/Education – promoting opportunities for the enhanced public
awareness of land use planning and the Islands Trust's local planning services.

Formatte
spelling or

Formatte
spelling or

ISLANDS TRUST POLICY MANUAL
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of Reference.doc
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APPENDIX 2: DRAFT REVISED POLICY 2.3.ii
v.

Emerging Issues – Identifying and reporting to Council on emerging issues
related to the Committee's areas of responsibility for Trust Council direction.

vi.

Policy Guidance - Developing guidelines, policies and models for use by staff
and local trust committees and/or Trust Council as requested by Trust Council.

iii) Tracking the functions described in i) through v) above to ensure efficient and
effective implementation.

2.

The Local Planning Committee provides advice to the Islands Trust Council and
management by:
Identifying and reporting to Council on emerging issues related to the Committee's areas of
responsibility for Trust Council direction.
Maintaining a committee work program to manage committee initiatives and Council referrals
for quarterly review by Trust Council.
Developing guidelines, policies and models for use by staff and local trust committees and/or
Trust Council as requested by Trust Council.
Providing recommendations for legislation reform initiatives and feedback on proposed
legislative amendments and legislation.
Maintaining a liaison with the Trust Fund Board.

Formatte
spelling or

Formatte
spelling or

ISLANDS TRUST POLICY MANUAL
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APPENDIX 3: TABLE 1 – ANALYSIS OF TRUST COUNCIL POLICY 2.3.ii
The responsibilities stated apply to the following area:
Current Practice:

Staff Comment:

1. Development Management - processing of land use bylaws,
permits etc. in an efficient and effective manner.

Oversight of
management systems
and tracking tools

LPC provides accountability for quality management of LPS’s service
to communities. Recommendation is to retain this responsibility.

2. Community Planning - promoting meaningful public processes to
establish long term community planning perspectives.

Not currently pursued.

This is better placed as a strategic priority of Trust Council and
implemented by Local Trust Committees. Recommendation is to
remove.

3. Sustainable Community - promoting livable communities with
viable local economies, diversity of housing types, and sensitivity
to the carrying capacity of the island environment.

Not currently pursued.

This is better placed as a strategic priority of Trust Council and
implemented by Local Trust Committees. Recommendation is to
remove.

4. Local Trust Committee Functions responding to local trust
committee planning needs applicable throughout the Trust Area.

Tool Kits, Information
materials are relevant to
LTCs, etc.

This is an important function of LPC to assist with those planning
issues that are relevant across Islands Trust but may either be
outside of the scope of an individual LTC, or so common as to create
efficiencies that LTCs can benefit from. Recommendation is to retain.

5. Local Planning Services - advising on the provision and
allocation of resources to deliver local planning services to island
communities.

Advises Trust Council
on LPS resource
allocations.

Important function of LPC. Recommendation is to retain.

6. Public Awareness/Education – promoting opportunities for the
enhanced public awareness of land use planning and the Islands
Trust's local planning services.

Tool Kits etc. are posted
for public use.

Important function of LPC. Recommendation is to retain.

7. Tracking the functions described in i) through v) above to ensure
efficient and effective Implementation.

Tracking tool includes
LPC work program and
FUAL.

Redundant with Policy 2.3.i.(Council Committee System);
recommendation is to remove.

Current Practice:

Staff Comment:

Issues brought to LPC
attention by staff or
trustees are forwarded
to Council for direction.
LPC Work Program
maintained and
reported to TC.

Important practice of LPC. Recommendation is to retain.

10. Developing guidelines, policies and models for use by staff and
local trust committees and/or Trust Council as requested by
Trust Council.

LPC fulfills this function.

This is an important aspect of LPC’s role, but perhaps should be a
responsibility rather than in this section.

11.
Providing recommendations for legislation reform initiatives
and feedback on proposed legislative amendments and
legislation.

Not currently pursued.

Important practice of LPC. Staff recommendation is to retain, perhaps
consider relocating to responsibility.

12.

Not in practice

The Local Planning Committee provides advice to the
Islands Trust Council and management by:
8. Identifying and reporting to Council on emerging issues related to
the Committee's areas of responsibility for Trust Council direction.

9. Maintaining a committee work program to manage committee
initiatives and Council referrals for quarterly review by Trust
Council.

Maintaining a liaison with the Trust Fund Board.

Redundant with Policy 2.3.i.(Council Committee System);
recommendation is to remove.

*Nov. 5, 2014 – LPC passed resolution to remove this item.
Recommendation is to remove.
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Local Planning Committee Terms of Reference - Project Charter v1
Local Planning Committee

Date: October 8, 2014

Purpose

The purpose of this project is to review Trust Council Policy 2.3.ii (Local Planning Committee
Terms of Reference) to ensure that the work of the Local Planning Committee is relevant to local trust
committees.

Background

The Local Planning Committee ToR have not been reviewed since 2003. While LPC reports to Trust Council, much of its work also supports Local Trust Committees. A recent survey of trustees and
planners found that the work of LPC could be more visible and relevant to the work of Local Trust Committees.

Objectives

In Scope

Out of Scope

Consider amendments to Local
Planning Committee Terms of
Reference (Policy 2.3.ii ) to ensure that the work is consistent
with current/desired practices and
relevant to local trust committees.

 Review of current practices in implementing Policy 2.3.ii
 Consider LPC survey results

 Further staff engagement about

from summer 2014
 Recommend amendments to
the policy based on staff analysis, LPC deliberations, and
Trust Council direction.

Local Planning Committee
 Consideration of amendments

to the Terms of Reference for
other TC committees.
 Consideration of amendments
to TC Policy 2.3.i (Council
Committee System)

Workplan Overview
Deliverable/Milestone

Date

Survey of Trustees and Planners re: Utility of LPC

Summer, 2014 (done)

Analysis of 2014 Survey Results

August 8, 2014 (done)

Preliminary analysis/recommendations on amending Policy 2.3ii

November 5, 2014

Draft amendments to Policy 2.3ii for consideration by LPC

February 2014

Draft amendments to Policy 2.3ii to Trust Council for consideration of adoption

March 2014

Project Team
Justine Starke, Island Planner

Project Manager

David Marlor, Director, LPS

Project Oversight

Stephanie Somers/Penny Hawley

Director Local Planning Services Approval:
David Marlor
Date:

October 22, 2014

Admin support

LPC Endorsement:
Date:
November 5, 2014
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REQUEST FOR DECISION

To:

Trust Council

For the Meeting of:: March 10-12, 2015

From: Local Planning Committee
SUBJECT:

Date: February 5, 2015

GREEN SHORES FOR HOMES –
INFORMATION FOR LOCAL TRUST COMMITTEES AND BOWEN ISLAND
MUNICIPALITY

RECOMMENDATION:
THAT Trust Council request Staff to forward the briefing titled “Green Shores for Homes
Scenarios Workshop” and the two attachments “Workshop Summary Report” and “Site
Profiles and Potential Solutions” to local trust committees and Bowen Island Municipality
for information.
CHIEF ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICER COMMENTS:
The experience and findings from the Green Shores for Homes pilot project on Thetis Island will
be useful for other local trust committees and Bowen Island Municipality. Circulation of the
materials will provide closure on Trust Council’s Strategic Plan 2.1 [Encourage understanding of
shoreline processes and voluntary stewardship of coastal and marine ecosystems], and provide a
starting point for other local trust committees and Bowen Island Municipality to access Green
Shores for Homes in their communities.
IMPLICATIONS OF RECOMMENDATION
ORGANIZATIONAL: Facilitates the sharing of information on the Green Shores for Homes
event held on Thetis Island, to be considered by other Local Trust Committees and Bowen
Island.
FINANCIAL:
N/A
POLICY:
N/A
IMPLEMENTATION/COMMUNICATIONS:
Staff will forward the materials with a covering memorandum for inclusion on the local trust
committees and Bowen Island Municipality meeting agendas.

BACKGROUND
In 2010, the Islands Trust embarked on a multi-year program for the Green Shores for Homes
(GSH) project in partnership with Washington State’s San Juan County and City of Seattle, and
the Stewardship Centre of British Columbia. Following the completion of integrated shoreline
mapping for several Local Trust Areas, the Local Planning Committee (LPC) passed a resolution
at the November 7, 2013 meeting to make Thetis Island the pilot area. The LPC also supported
Page 1
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maintaining the project as an LPC work program item and committing planner resources to
support the pilot. The Local Planning Committee was recently debriefed on the completed
Shoreline Scenarios Workshop on Thetis Island, and provided with lessons learned and next
steps.
At the November 5, 2014 Local Planning Committee meeting, the attached materials were
received and the following motion was passed:
Resolution LPC-2014-038
It was moved and seconded THAT the Local Planning Committee direct staff to draft a Request
For Decision to Trust Council recommending Green Shores for Homes Scenario,
workshop report, and site profiles be forwarded to local trust committees and to Bowen Island
Municipality for information.
REPORT/DOCUMENT:
Attached briefing and attachments by Aleksandra Brzozowski, Island Planner.
KEY ISSUE(S)/CONCEPT(S):
Other Local Trust Committees may be interested in hosting Green Shores for Homes educational
events.
RELEVANT POLICY:
Islands Trust Policy Statement 3.1.11, 3.4.4, 4.5.3, 4.5.4, 4.5.5, 5.1.1, 5.1.3, 5.6.1,
2011-2014 Trust Council Strategic Plan 2.1
Trust Council Policy 2.3.ii (Local Planning Committee Terms of Reference)
DESIRED OUTCOME: Information sharing on Green Shores for Homes with local trust
committees.

RESPONSE OPTIONS
Recommended:
THAT Trust Council request Staff to forward the briefing titled “Green Shores for Homes
Scenarios Workshop” and the two attachments “Workshop Summary Report” and “Site
Profiles and Potential Solutions” to local trust committees and Bowen Island Municipality
for information.
Alternative:
THAT Trust Council takes no action at this time.

Prepared By:

Justine Starke, Island Planner

Reviewed By/Date:

David Marlor, DLPS/

__________________________________
Linda Adams, Chief Administrative Officer
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BRIEFING

To:

Local Planning Committee

From: Aleksandra Brzozowski, Island Planner

SUBJECT:

For the Meeting of:

November 5, 2014

Date prepared:

October 24, 2014

Green Shores Scenarios Workshop

DESCRIPTION OF ISSUE:
To debrief the Local Planning Committee (LPC) on the recently completed Shoreline Scenarios
Workshop on Thetis Island, detailing lessons learned and next steps. This briefing is for the
information of the LPC and for any Local Trust Area interested in pursuing a similar Green
Shores for Homes educational event.
BACKGROUND:
In 2010, the Islands Trust embarked on a multi-year program for the Green Shores for Homes
(GSH) project in partnership with Washington State’s San Juan County and City of Seattle, and
the Stewardship Centre of British Columbia. Following the completion of integrated shoreline
mapping for several Local Trust Areas, the LPC passed a resolution at the November 7, 2013
meeting to make Thetis Island the pilot area. The LPC also supported maintaining the project as
an LPC work program item and committing planner resources to support the pilot.
SUMMARY OF SCENARIOS WORKSHOP:
The Thetis Island Local Trust Committee hosted a very successful Green Shores Scenarios
workshop on June 13, 2014. The workshop focused on the industry side of shoreline
development, inviting local contractors, realtors, and professionals. Three consulting engineers
and biologists with experience in Green Shores techniques provided advice on three different
sites on Thetis, one high-bank example and two low-bank examples.
Documentation of the workshop includes a summary report of the workshop with site studies
and possible solutions; these are included in this briefing (Attachments 1 & 2). Materials for the
workshop, including a three-part video of the day, have been posted on the Thetis webpage.
A key objective of the day was to have a discussion on possible incentives for Green Shores for
Homes. This discussion at the end of the day generated a lot of positive energy around the
possibilities for practical incentives. A list of the incentives generated is included on the last
page of the summary report and captured in full detail on the video. This information will likely
be extremely useful for both the Green Shores for Homes – BC Pilot group and for Thetis Local
Trust Committee when setting next term’s work program.
Update on the Green Shores – BC Pilot Project
While preparing for the Scenarios Workshop, Thetis Local Trust Committee agreed to join the
Green Shores – BC Pilot project coordinated by the Stewardship Centre for BC. The project has
assembled an Advisory Committee consisting of staff working for the participating communities:
Powell River, West Vancouver, Thetis Island, and Lake Cowichan in the Cowichan Valley
Regional District.
Islands Trust

Briefing
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The advisory committee has hired a team from Modus Planning and Lees + Associates to
conduct community consultation for the first phase of the project. Engagement workshops will
be held in the other three communities over the next two months, and the consultants also hope
to hold professional workshops closely afterwards – based much in part on the Scenarios
Workshop on Thetis Island. Following these workshops, the consultants will follow up with all
participant communities, including Thetis Island, to develop a framework for piloting the Green
Shores for Homes credit rating system in 2015/2016. A report on the incentives and barriers
noted for all the communities is expected in early 2015.
LESSONS LEARNED FROM THE WORKSHOP:
Other Local Trust Committees, as well as other municipalities, have enquired about hosting
such an event. The following are lessons that stood out to planning staff when organizing this
workshop.
1. Balancing the “Why?” with the “How?”
The Scenarios Workshop was organized following three information sessions presenting
to property owners the benefits of soft shorelines. This “why try soft shorelines”
information that prefaced the scenarios workshop was crucial to build a level of buy-in
for the Green Shores approach. Combining a hands-on “how?” approach with a valuebased “why?” approach could be done in one session as long as both messages are
effectively conveyed.
2. Collaboration with no foregone conclusion
During the landowner information sessions, the LTC recognized that the on-the-ground
contractors and builders were a key audience that was not being effectively targeted
through guest speaker nights aimed at homeowners. They also recognized that
engaging contractors and builders should respect the knowledge of the audience. The
focus on a collaborative approach appealed to this group and in return, they were able to
dive down into details that might not be as easy with a homeowner audience.
In addition to the collaborative style, the contractors responded to the scenario set-up;
the idea of a charrette-style workshop with multiple possible solutions encouraged both
critique of and building upon ideas.
3. Developing Interest and Recruiting Participants
Perhaps the most crucial part of this project’s success was the leadership shown by two
contractors who served as champions for this event. These two gentlemen followed up
with others personally and helped set the event apart from the usual Islands Trust event.
Site hosts were also identified as champions in their neighbourhood, and they helped
Trustees and staff contact neighbours to see if there was interest in also attending.
4. Selection of Site Leads
To foster a “no foregone conclusion” feeling, getting a diversity of site leads was worth
the effort. As well as trying to find a mix of biology and marine and engineering
expertise, finding professionals that fell outside the Green Shores “usual suspects”
enriched the process.

Islands Trust
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5. Prep Time Needed
A significant amount of preparatory work is required to pull together the necessary site
information for hypothetical scenarios. Compilation mapping of shoreline data, current
and historic photographs, site plans, as well as anecdotal history and a summary of
potential plans were necessary to provide the consultants with good knowledge of the
site in advance. In particular, the hours required from the mapping department should
not be underestimated. Gathering expert information from those in related fields such as
archaeology, geology, and boating was also unforeseen but worth the time.
6. Fostering Continuity across Site Scenario Output
Because each site group reviewed their site alone, a standard worksheet was very
helpful in making sure the information and solutions kept some sense of continuity when
summarized. It also helped the staff facilitators to keep the groups on track when they
were on site.
7. Group Size
On the actual day, participants were allowed to select their own groups. The two smaller
groups (7-8 people) had a sense of dialogue and collaboration, while the larger group
(14 people) did not reach the same level of engagement. If organizing a similar session,
groups should probably be capped at 10 people to foster dialogue.
FINANCIAL CONSIDERATIONS FOR A SCENARIOS WORKSHOP:
The Scenarios Workshop benefitted from a generous amount of funding from the Real Estate
Foundation of BC, enabling a workshop with three separate sites and allowing for professionals
to travel from Washington State, a luxury that would not normally be possible. The expenses for
the workshop came to $7,000; however, a workshop could be done for significantly less.
The largest expenditure is for the technical experts – the average rate for an experienced
technical professional is approximately $1,500 for the day. Because there were three site leads,
this expenditure was very high (although all site leads agreed to a lower than standard rate).
Filming of the event was helpful for a community with so many part-time residents, but it is not
necessary if the workshop is well documented in other ways. A reasonable amount of funding
for a basic but robust scenarios workshop would be $3,000 for the day.

FOLLOW-UP:
That the LPC consider supplying continued planning support to revise and refine the draft
‘Landowners Guide to Protecting Shoreline Ecosystems’.
That the LPC consider offering financial support of $1,000 for the graphic design and Trust-wide
distribution of the ‘Landowners Guide to Protecting Shoreline Ecosystems’.
ATTACHMENTS:
Attachment 1 – Scenarios Workshop Summary Report
Attachment 2 – Scenarios Workshop Site Profiles and Possible Solutions

Islands Trust
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Prepared By:

Aleksandra Brzozowski
Aleksandra Brzozowski,
Island Planner

David Marlor

October 28, 2014
Date

October 29, 2014

Reviewed
By/Date:
NAME

Islands Trust

Date

Briefing
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Thetis Green Shores Scenarios Workshop

June 13, 2014

GREEN SHORES FOR HOMES
SCENARIOS WORKSHOP
ON THETIS ISLAND

SITE PROFILES AND
POTENTIAL SOLUTIONS

Workshop generously funded by
37
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Thetis Green Shores Scenarios Workshop

June 13, 2014

SITE A – St Margaret’s Cemetery (Lot 300)
Thetis Island’s cemetery, St.
Margaret’s Cemetery, is set
above a high bank that
overlooks a long pebble sand
beach in Preedy Harbour.
Erosion is happening on the
bank from the shore. As
recommended, the caretakers
from the St Margaret’s
Cemetery (SMC) Society have
taken measures to keep the
bank stabilized by encouraging
native plant growth and by
keeping cleared away any
debris that prevents that growth.

Areas in the cemetery and in the
undeveloped area have water
pooling especially during the winter
months. The ditch at the back
particularly needs help as the
water does not move. The SMC
Society is concerned that this
pooling water is impacting the
stability of the bank.
The SMC Society is currently
planning the development of a
green cemetery in the back of the
cemetery site. They are using this
opportunity to address their
hydrology issues at the same time.

QUICK FACTS
The issues:
Drainage down the bank and
undercutting erosion
Shoreline Type:
Pebble/Sand beach
Wave exposure: Low
General Sediment Direction:
Westward
Fetch: 0 - 5 km
Height of bank: ~15 feet
Vegetation at bank: Garry
Oak, Arbutus, Nootka Rose,
Salal
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THE SITE
St. Margaret’s Cemetery was established around 1919. The original cemetery is 0.5 acres in size and
is laid out in conventional cemetery style. In 1999, the Torchbearers Capernwray Canada Society
donated a parcel of land about 0.2 acres to St. Margaret’s cemetery to be developed for future needs.
A site analysis (at right)
was completed by
Community Studio, a coop design firm working
with the SMC Society on a
design concept for the
cemetery expansion.
Regarding bank erosion,
the concept plan (at
bottom right) features a
plan to pull the existing
path back from the top of
bank and plant a row of
low native shrubs to help
stabilize the bank.
In terms of drainage, there
are three ditches in place
on the grounds: one down
each side of the cemetery
to the south and north,
and the third running
along the backside. As
advised by geotechnical
professionals, culverts
have been installed and
water flows pretty well off
the two side ditches.
The drainage ditch
running between the back
of the original cemetery
and the expansion area is
a concern because water
does not move well in it.
The concept plan included
installing a perforated pipe
and filling the existing
ditch with gravel but this is
likely too expensive given
material costs for
construction (the SMC
Society has limited funds).
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SHORELINE DETAILS
The beach that lies below the bank of the cemetery is
a gravel and sand beach. These beaches are
sensitive to sediment supply; they are dynamic
beaches and often exhibit long-term storm cycles.
Sediment accretes (accumulates) on the beach,
moving along westward from the south. The beach
faces low wave exposure. (see 2011 Shoreline
mapping data produced by Murdoch de Greeff Inc).
Recent eelgrass mapping shows continuous eelgrass
in Preedy Harbour parallel to the beach. The beach
has been assessed and does not have suitable forage
fish spawning habitat, though it is noted as good
potential for other marine life such as clams.
The map on the next page shows a compilation of
shoreline information available for the site.

The beach below the cemetery, facing west.
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Currently, the main
cemetery path runs
along the top of the
bank.

Drainage has been
culverted on top of
the bank to avoid
further erosion to the
bank.

Erosion is occurring
at the toe of the bank,
leaving vegetation
roots exposed and an
undercutting of the
bank.
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St Margaret’s Cemetery WORKSHEET

Thetis Shoreline Scenarios Workshop – June 13, 2014

What is the challenge? What is the most critical issue?
Upland slumping (fence is moving, Garry Oak on north side of path is heaving)
Suspected that water drainage issues may be at least partially responsible.
Natural processes (winter storms)
Toe erosion

Upland Considerations (building siting, drainage)
The slumping is likely not due to the clearing on the site. Neighbours who are long-time residents estimate
that 10-12 feet of bank has been lost since around 1980 along the shoreline.
The path does not help with the slumping issue.
Soil (glacial till) is shallow and bad for drainage which leads to pooling



May be runoff concerns from beyond the property
The ditches are not adequate for drainage

Shoreline Habitat Considerations:
Intertidal oyster lease
Eelgrass beds
Highly functional bank habitat, good vegetation. Microhabitats under the overhanging vegetation.

Wave energy considerations:
Southwest exposure, occasional bad storm from southwest in spring.
Protected from the West and North.
Ferry wake
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POSSIBLE SOLUTION #1
1) Relocate path and naturalize area 
plan for “buffer” for further erosion. Could
relocate path to back of current site: bury
and rebuild ditch to improve drainage,
construct path on top
2) Address the drainage (interceptor drain
at top of site, perhaps)
3) Monitor the toe erosion for seasonal
dynamics and identifying active areas.
- Intertidal beach survey
- Photo documentation over seasons
- Measurement of toe scour
- Survey installed pins / pegs at the
top of bank
- Phasing (take care of the drainage
first)
4) Establish a low-impact shore access OR
prevent access up the bank.

POSSIBLE SOLUTION #2
Giant beach nourishment?
Would need more information before
considering this option.
Due to exposure, would need to bring in
very large material or build a groyne to
prevent the transport of stabilizing materials
to adjacent properties or off the beach.

Materials required:
-

Drainage materials
Vegetation
Soils and fill
“basic” surveying equipment

Relative Cost and Time to do this option:
-

Lots of voluntary labour needed to put in pins,
take photos, take measurements
Consultants because we need more
information (hydrology, landscaping)

Does this option require going below the high
water mark? No.
What are the obstacles to success for this
solution?
-

Money
Monitoring is only the first step
A sustained effort is required

Materials Required:
-

Large and heavy logs
Lots of gravels
Vegetation
Rebar / structural materials

Relative Cost and Time to do this option:
Expensive.

Does this option require going below the high
water mark?
Probably.

What are the obstacles to success for this
solution?
-

Need to incorporate entire beach, needs full
neighbour cooperation
Cost
Oyster Lease
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Thetis Green Shores Scenarios Workshop

June 13, 2014

SITE B - 25 Bella Vista (Lot 18, Plan 5327)
The situation at 25 Bella Vista
Road is a rip rap wall that is
beginning to erode, with rocks
falling off the wall.
The property is on low lying
land, showing particular
vulnerability to sea level rise
over the next 80 years. The
property owner is concerned
about protecting his property
and worries that the current
height of the wall will be
insufficient in the future.
The property owner has plans
to redevelop the house in the
near future, but does not plan
to change the house’s siting in
relation to the shore.

Three concrete walls have been
installed on neighbouring
properties to the east.
The owner anticipates that he will
have to build a seawall similar to
those of his neighbours. He hopes
that whatever protection work he
builds will do the following:

QUICK FACTS
The issue:
Failing rip rap
Shoreline Type:
Pebble/Sand next to a rocky
shore on the western point
Wave exposure: Medium

 Be strong enough to handle the
increased tides and wave action

General Sediment
Direction: Northward from

 Ensure that the property is safe
from future sea level increases
for the next XX years

southeasterly storms

 Compliment the neighboring
walls
 Be aesthetically pleasing for an
island home on the water.

Fetch: approximately 20 km
Height of bank:
approximately 5 feet (1.5
metres)
Vegetation at bank:
None (Lawn)
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HISTORY
Neighbours assume that the rip rap wall
was put up in the early 1980s following a
large storm that washed away a 40’ long, 8’
diameter log that had long served as a
breakwater at the intersection of the beach
and the sandstone cliffs on the west side.
The most recent large storm was in January
2012. The photo at right was taken by a
neighbor to the east of 25 Bella Vista during
this storm.

SHORELINE DETAILS
The beach at 25 Bella Vista is a pebble sand beach.
Pebble sand beaches are sensitive to sediment
supply; they are dynamic beaches and often exhibit
long-term storm cycles.
Sediment accretes (accumulates) on the beach,
moving from both the southeast as well as around
from the southwest onto the shore. The beach faces
medium wave exposure, the highest wave exposure
on the southern part of Thetis Island (see 2011
Shoreline mapping data produced by Murdoch de
Greeff Inc). This beach is the end of a drift cell.
Shoreline mapping identifies this area a low-lying
area, with 0-4 metres in elevation above the existing
Mean Sea Level. This means it is an area particularly
vulnerable to Sea Level Rise. In addition to a rising
high water mark, Sea Level Rise may also cause a
softening of sediment shorelines over the upcoming
decades.
Recent forage fish and eelgrass mapping shows this
area as important shoreline habitat. Biologists have
noted this beach as good spawning habitat for Pacific
Sand Lance and Surf Smelt.
The map on the next page shows a compilation of
shoreline information available for the site.
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Side profile of bank facing the rocky shoreline point to the west.

The

The rip rap wall facing east to the rest of the beach.
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Current materials on the beach in front of the property.

The

Beach at low tide.
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25 Bella Vista (Foster Point) WORKSHEET

Thetis Shoreline Scenarios Workshop – June 13, 2014

What is the challenge? What is the most critical issue?







Failing rock wall due to extreme weather events over the past 10 years no erosion of bank noticed
Rock wall built in 1983
Limited yard between natural boundary (high water mark) and the existing house
Sand lance habitat
Barging materials to site
Adjacent properties with cement seawalls may have added to the way the beach is

Upland Considerations (building siting, drainage)







Not much yard between house and rock wall.
Residence to be rebuilt in same location
Natural boundary is at the toe of the existing
Minor drainage issue with existing garden.
Roof drainage should be directed away from the shoreline side of house
If possible limited activity (new septic tank system installation, etc.) away from shoreline side of
house

Shoreline Habitat Considerations:





Eelgrass beds further out
Exposed bedrock/sandstone outcrops on the foreshore
10% gradient beach
Good habitat up to natural boundary for sand lance (sensitive marine species)

Wave energy considerations:




End of drift/littoral cell
Fetch is way out about 15 km and might have a worst case scenario of a 3 m wave which would end
up as spray in the house
Wave could impact rock wall as is seen from present failing
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POSSIBLE SOLUTION #1
Do maintenance on the existing rock (riprap) wall,
replace the existing cement ramp and gradually tie
into edges of property (natural grade and adjacent
cement wall)




Gradual slope should be created from
existing toe of rock wall (high water mark)
to toe of rock garden (terrace) above
existing walkway in a gradual slope (3-1 or
less)
Should be angular rock replacing the
existing sandstone circular rock



Initiate at the toe by burying large rocks in
the ground to begin wall and gradually
slope to garden terrace.



Combination of large and small rock
depending on location in the wall



Add in dune grass, sand and gravel in
between rocks



Access to beach remains important so to
use large rock slabs where the existing
cement boat ramp is.

Materials required:








Mid-size excavator
Possibly reusing rocks
Graded rocks – pea gravel on up
Import clean sand and gravel
Filter fabric
Dune grass and other plantings
Consultant(s)

Relative Cost and Time to do this
option:



Estimated about $30k with extra
10-15% for consultant.
About one week of excavator use
and under a week to do plantings,
etc. for a total of about 1.5 weeks.

Does this option require going
below the high water mark?
Only slightly if at all as the wall will
be constructed at (or just above)
the high-water mark.

What are the obstacles to success
for this solution?






Tides
Getting specific materials (i.e.
rocks)
Authorizations for agencies (i.e.
DFO, FLRNO, Islands Trust,
CVRD, etc.) as required.
Additional work required on either
end to connect the wall to existing
infrastructure/natural rock wall.
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POSSIBLE SOLUTION #2
To create a concrete retaining seawall as is

Materials required:



done with adjoining property and further along
the bay.
It would be approximately 1 metre
closer to the house location and
therefore further from the high water
mark
Ability to maintain (if not increase)
marine species habitat in front of wall
along shoreline
Not aesthetically pleasing for owner
Wall will be built away from high water
mark and therefore the wall should not
have much of an impact or any on the
foreshore.
Ramp/access of some sort will be
required for owner and boats.
It would require moving of existing
rock wall and finding a location for
them.














Quick set concrete
Excavator to move rocks and
machinery for cement (i.e. pump
truck, etc).
Consultant(s)
Filter cloth, forms, rebar, etc.

Relative Cost and Time to do this
option:


Approximately $45k and 3 weeks.

Does this option require going below
the high water mark?
Should not go below high water mark
other than to remove rocks. Wall will
be built 1 m from high water mark.

What are the obstacles to success for
this solution?






Transportation of materials, cement
etc.
Digging that can be intrusive to the
site
Authorizations from agencies (i.e.
DFO, FLRNO, Islands Trust, CVRD,
etc.)
Tides

POSSIBLE SOLUTION #3
To do nothing.
There was no clear evidence of erosion to the wall other than from some storm events that may have
knocked some rocks down.


Wall has lasted about 35 years and likely could remain for some time in its current form.
However, it is likely that it will become less and less over time with storm events.
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Thetis Green Shores Scenarios Workshop

June 13, 2014

SITE C – 136 Sunrise Point
The situation at 136 Sunrise
Point, as well as 137 and 138
Sunrise Point, is a gradual
erosion of the shoreline
following king tides and other
larger storm activity.
The properties at Sunrise
Point are on low lying land,
showing particular vulnerability
to sea level rise over the next
80 years.
The property owners have
tried a few various methods to

curb the erosion of their
property, including placing logs
and boulders near the high
water mark. They are
considering plantings, but are
not sure what would be the best
design solution for shoreline
protection along the beach.
As part of this scenario,
neighbouring properties 137 and
138 are also a focus. 137
Sunrise Point is a bare land lot
that is planning for development
soon.
HISTORY

QUICK FACTS
The issue:
Gradual yard erosion
Shoreline Type:
Sand Beach
Wave exposure: Low
General Sediment
Direction: Northward from
southeast
Fetch: 5-10 km
Height of bank: 0 – 0.5m
Vegetation at bank: Lawn
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PROPERTY DETAILS AND PRESUMED HISTORY
The property at 136 Sunrise appears to have been developed in the 1970s. In the early 2000s, the property
owners built a boathouse jutting out alongside the house, with a rampway for their boat. Lot 137 is a bare lot
currently being developed. A topographical survey of Lot 137 is included in this site profile. Lot 138 was
likely developed in the mid 1990s. On Lot 139, a 1975 orthographic photo shows what looks to be a cabin
built pre-1975 including a stone seawall where the sea cliffs transition to sand beach. Lot 139 was further
developed in the 1980s and the house and deck were built onto the seawall. The seawall was most recently
inspected by a stonemason in 2012 and was deemed to be in good condition.

SHORELINE DETAILS
The beach at Sunrise Point is a sand beach. Sediment accretes (accumulates) on the beach, moving up
from the southeast. Just north of the beach (starting at 139 Sunrise), the shoreline changes to Rock Cliff.
The beach faces low wave exposure.
Sunrise Point is particularly low-lying, which means it is an area vulnerable to Sea Level Rise. In addition to
a rising high water mark, Sea Level Rise may also cause a softening of sediment shorelines over the
upcoming decades.
Recent forage fish mapping for Thetis Island identifies the beach at Sunrise Point as forage fish spawning
habitat for Pacific Sand Lance and Surf Smelt. Eelgrass mapping shows areas of flat continuous eelgrass
out in the Bay. The map on the next page shows a compilation of shoreline information available for the site.
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Sunrise Point
during a king
tide.

Sunrise Point
during low tide.
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LOT 136 has stacked boulders protecting the yard. There are trees at the north end of the property in
front of the boathouse.

LOT 137 is being developed. Boulders and logs have been placed at the shoreline.
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LOT 138 has a large lawn that runs up to the shore.
There looks to have been berming done at the shoreline.

LOT 139 only experiences erosion at the most southern part of the property.
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A recent topographical sketch of LOT 137.
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The subdivision plan for Sunrise Point.
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Sunrise Point WORKSHEET

Thetis Shoreline Scenarios Workshop – June 13, 2014

What is the challenge? What is the most critical issue?
Small properties and low elevation; concerned about projected Sea level Rise
Erosion on berm and loss of large woody debris
-intermittent flooding due to precipitation and storm surge
-coarsening sediment (cyclical in winter)

Upland Considerations (building siting, drainage)
Lots are fairly narrow and long, and all prefer to place homes, cottages, RVs, accessory buildings and
septic fields down on the waterfront half of the lots, which are low in elevation.
Lower properties can be wet and are wetter in winter. Winter flooding upland due to poor drainage.
Many of the lots have been raised on the waterfront with fill.
Archaeological sites are noted around here, so that needs to be considered as well.

Shoreline Habitat Considerations:
This shore is spawning habitat for sand lance and surf smelt. Spawning is possible year round.
Lots of eelgrass just offshore.
Intermittent marine riparian vegetation – fir, cedar, other trees.

Wave energy considerations:
Exposed to SE winds for 3-5 km, but the wave energy is decreased by wave protection by sandstone
islands and islets.
Intertidal rock ridges serve as natural “groynes”.
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POSSIBLE SOLUTION #1

Materials required:




A double berm could be placed as noted on the sketch.
The berm at the high water mark could be enhanced, and
to address high energy storms and sea level rise, another
berm could be placed further up the properties, creating a
slope that would keep the water from topping the berm
and flooding the low elevation yard.
To accompany the berming, beach nourishment and also
shoreline vegetation.

Drainage rock
Stumps
Dune grass

Relative Cost and Time to do this
option:

Does this option require going below
the high water mark?
No.

What are the obstacles to success for
this solution?



POSSIBLE SOLUTION #2

Neighbourhood cooperation
Access

Materials Required:

Build up the mid-intertidal area with large anchored rocks
to encourage sand and gravel deposits. This would be
better than rocking up the entire shoreline.

Relative Cost and Time to do this
option:
Also, raising the houses on Lots 137 and 138 could be an
option over the long term.

Does this option require going below
the high water mark?

What are the obstacles to success for
this solution?
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Thetis Green Shores Scenarios Workshop

June 13, 2014

GREEN SHORES FOR HOMES
SCENARIOS WORKSHOP
ON THETIS ISLAND

WORKSHOP SUMMARY REPORT

Workshop generously funded by
70
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Thetis Green Shores Scenarios Workshop

Held on June 13, 2014

GENERAL SUMMARY
In November 2013, the Local Planning Committee designated Thetis Local Trust Committee (LTC) as the
focus area for Phase 4 of the Green Shores for Homes program, funded by the Real Estate Foundation.
This final phase would be an activity to pilot the Green Shores for Homes approach on the ground, and
discuss possible incentives to help introduce the Green Shores approach in the Islands Trust context.
Thetis LTC hosted a “Scenarios Workshop” on June 13, 2014 to explore three sites on Thetis Island dealing
with different shoreline erosion situations. Each of the site groups were led by a technical professional with
experience in Green Shores techniques.
Thirty five people attended the day-long session, including most local contractors, agency representatives
from the Regional District and the Land Tenures Branch, local biologists and engineers, affected property
owners, and real estate representation.
The day provided participants with a better understanding of the feasibility of pursuing softer shoreline
approaches. Each site group designed pragmatic solutions that were ecologically sensitive and affordable.
When discussing incentives, many contractors and property owners said that individualized outreach and
information particular to their site situation is a worthwhile incentive. A better understanding of “the right
thing to do” and the process required to do it seemed to be a crucial obstacle to incentivize.

AGENDA FOR THE DAY
9:20 am – 9:50 am

 Introductions

9:50 am – 10:30 am

 Outline the basics of Green Shores approach
 Update on Stewardship Centre for BC’s recent research on Green Shores approaches
 Brief introduction to the scenarios

10:45 am – 1:00 pm

 Break into groups for site visits
 3 concurrent working groups going over possible Green Shores options for one scenario
 Groups can choose to stay on site, visit a second site, or return to Forbes Hall

1:00 pm – 2:00 pm

 Each group presents possible solutions in plenary
 Questions, input, and discussion from the plenary

2:00 pm – 2:30 pm

 Questions and discussion about incentives for the industry to take up soft shore
development approaches.
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WORKSHOP GROUP LEADERS
Each of the sites was led by a technical professional with experience in Green Shores approaches to
shorelines.
Brian Emmett (R.P.Bio., MSc) has twenty-five years of experience in coastal habitat and fisheries biology.
He has participated on a number of innovative and alternative approaches to shore design including the
rehabilitation of the Ross Bay shore in Victoria and shore protection designs for the Cordova Bay shoreline
in Saanich. He is the project manager for the Green Shores Technical Team and a co-author of “Coastal
Shore Stewardship” a publication in the SCBC Stewardship Series. He is Vice-President of Archipelago
Marine Research Ltd, based out of Victoria, BC.
Jim Mitchell (P.Eng., MSc) has over twenty-six years of experience as a Professional Engineer providing
engineering management and design for a broad range of civil, coastal and geotechnical engineering
projects with a specialty in waterfront projects. He is the Principal for Emerald Sea Engineering, based out
of Courtenay, BC.
Jim Johannessen (Licensed Eng. Geologist, MS) specializes in beach and estuarine assessment,
mapping, and restoration design. He has developed beach nourishment, soft shore protection, integrated
site management approaches, and other designs from initial concept through to final construction drawings
in all Puget Sound and Straits counties. Most recently, he contributed to the Marine Shoreline Design
Guidelines for the Government of Washington, developed to provide a comprehensive framework for site
assessment and alternatives analysis to determine the need for shore protection and identify the technique
that best suits the conditions at a given site. He is the President of Coastal Geological Services, based out
of Bellingham, WA.
WORKSHOP PARTICIPANTS
Ernie Hunter (Thetis contractor)
Ian Ralston (Thetis contractor)
Art Hunter (Thetis contractor)
Steve Howard (Thetis contractor)
Ron Bannister (Thetis contractor)
Stephanie Cottell (local landscape knowledge)
Gordon Carncross (property owner of 25 Bella Vista)
Patrick Mooney (neighbour of 25 Bella Vista)
Tim Ballantyne (property owner of 137 Sunrise Point)
Suzanne Sarioglu (St Margaret’s Cemetery)
Simone Luckham (St Margaret’s Cemetery)
The Durbans (neighbours to St Margaret’s Cemetery)
Deb Wilson (Realtor)
Ralf Kempe (Capernwray Bible Centre)
Rachelle Rondeau (CVRD staff)
Ann Kjerelf (CVRD staff)
Mark Harvey (Lands Office)
Ramona de Graaf (biologist)

Sarah Bonar (biologist from Aquaparian)
Chris Zamora (biologist from Aquaparian)
Ian Niamath (architect)
DG Blair (Stewardship Centre for BC)
Harriet Rueggeberg (Green Shores for Homes)
Brian Emmett (Consultant lead for Site A)
Jim Mitchell (Consultant lead for Site B)
Jim Johannessen (Consultant lead for Site C)
Trustee Sue French
Trustee Ken Hancock
Mike Richards (facilitator)
Andrew Stone (videographer)
Aleksandra Brzozowski (staff)
Kris Nichols (staff)
Sonja Zupanec (staff)
Kerry Thomson (staff)
Courtney Simpson (staff)
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WORKSHOP DAY – MORNING SESSION
The workshop day began
with a round of
introductions for all
participants, and two
presentations on the
practicalities of the Green
Shores approach.
Brian Emmett, biologist
and project lead for the
Green Shores Technical
Team, presented an
introduction to Green
Shores practices.
DG Blair of the
Stewardship Centre for BC
presented findings from a
recently completed study
comparing status quo
shoreline works and soft
shoreline approaches for
various waterfront
properties.
The key findings relevant
for the workshop were
those for waterfront single
family lots. Hearing that
long-term costs of
softshore approaches
proved to be lower than
status quo works set the
stage for a day of serious
contemplation of Green
Shores approaches.
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WORKSHOP DAY ON SITE A
A group of nine led by Brian Emmett
toured the St. Margaret’s Cemetery to
learn more about the slumping and toe
erosion issues facing the bank.
The processes at work have been slowly
eroding the bank over 30 years, but it
was decided on the tour that this wasn’t
brought about by clearing the cemetery
lot, but rather natural processes. The
drainage issues on the site (mainly
because of the shallow glacier till soil
type) should improve over the long term,
however, to make sure the drainage

These solutions will require a

runoff doesn’t exacerbate the slumping.

fair amount of volunteer labour

The group agreed that the pathway
close to the edge of the bank should be
moved further up the property. The bank
is not under imminent threat, so the
biologist suggested a monitoring
program be started to learn more about
the actions happening at the toe of the
bank.

and long-term consistency for
the monitoring project but the
members of the St. Margaret’s
Cemetery Society were

SITE A
GROUP
Representatives from
St. Margaret’s
Cemetery Society

solution recommended had

Couple who owns
undeveloped
waterfront property on
west side

been riprap, and they were not

Long-time resident

keen on that solution.

Local contractor
experienced in
drainage

grateful for the results of the
visit. Five years earlier, the

Planner from
Cowichan Valley
Regional District
Trustee Ken Hancock
Islands Trust
Co-op Planner Kerry
Thompson
Biologist Brian
Emmett (group
leader)
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WORKSHOP DAY ON SITE B
A group of eight led by Jim Mitchell visited the
fairly exposed southern bay on Foster Point,
where one property owner was wondering
what to do with a rock wall with some large
armour rocks in the wall beginning to fail.
The first major conversation was about the
beach. Biologist Chris Zamora explained why
the gravel beach was so suitable for forage
fish spawning habitat, and all agreed to see if
it was possible that the nearshore up to the
toe of the rock be left alone.
The owner said he wanted a long term option

The group also spent some time

that was safe for his grandchildren and still

looking at a neighbouring

allowed a foot path to the beach. Since the

property with a low seawall

house is close to the shore, there isn’t much

sufficiently far upland to not

Property owner

room to work; however, this owner is open to

disturb natural processes, and in

Neighbour to the east

the idea of removing his lower rock terrace,

fact seemed to promote

2 local contractors

which offers up more room for a softer

vegetation providing shade on

Local Realtor

shoreline work.

the gravel beach, a desirable

Biologist

feature for forage fish spawning

Islands Trust
Planner Kris Nichols

Very quickly, the team agreed to limit the
scope of the project to the central area
outside the house, and reslope the existing
rock wall over a gentler slope and add in finer
materials and vegetation close to the toe.

habitat. It was a good takeaway
to learn that in the right situation,

SITE B
GROUP

Engineer Jim Mitchell
(group leader)

walls are not always the wrong
approach if done right.
The owner was impressed, though, by the cost
savings the resloping option would offer. The
consultant estimated a resloping would only cost
2/3rd of what a small seawall would cost. The owner
shared the following in the afternoon: “I have to say
that when I started this, I wasn’t thinking about the
ecosystem. But what I heard today blew me away.
That I am able to do something better, more ecofriendly, and cheaper - I was not expecting that.
I’m really glad we went through this process.”
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WORKSHOP DAY ON SITE C
A group of fifteen led by Jim
Johannessen visited Sunrise Point, a
pocket beach with low elevation
properties experiencing slight flooding
during winter storm surges.
With the group, Jim assessed the beach,
the upland, and water below the high
water mark to better understand the
processes at play. The group decided
that erosion wasn’t a problem, but rather
the low elevation of the properties could
be addressed to prevent winter flooding.

Other options were to build up the beach up over the long

A double berming process was their top

term, though the consultant didn’t see a true need for

solution, enhancing the fairly natural

that. The consultant did suggest that the interior lots

berm, and adding another berm was

consider raising the homes in future.

placed more landward on the property,
creating a longer, 7:1 slope. After lunch,
the group sat down at a nearby picnic
table to sketch out cross-sections.

The group worked with the decision tree that the
consultant created for the Marine Shoreline Design
Guidelines. Jim stressed how transferrable the decision
tree is and encouraged the local contractors to use it on
other shoreline sites.

SITE C GROUP
Property Owner
4 local contractors
Local resident experienced in landscape design
2 local biologists
Local Architect
Planner from Cowichan Valley Regional District
Lands Officer, Crown Lands & Resources
Trustee Sue French
Islands Trust Planner Sonja Zupanec
Engineer Jim Johannessen (group leader)
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WORKSHOP DAY – INCENTIVES SESSION
Following a reporting back session
and discussion on the site solutions,
the group discussed the idea of
incentives, hoping to answer the
question, “how can we help make the
Green Shores approach happen?”
Notably, the incentives raised in the
conversation spoke to more than
financial incentives. A better
understanding of “the right thing to
do” and the process required to do it
seemed to be a crucial obstacle to
incentivize.
BUREAUCRATIC INCENTIVES
-

Make the outline of processes clearer
(eg. who signs off on what)
Agreements for joint management for shorelines
across multiple properties
Ease the process of provincial approvals
Facilitate continuity over years for waterfront
properties.

HUMAN RESOURCE INCENTIVES
-

Have a local GSFH “ambassador” sponsored by
the GSFH program.
Hire an ecological education officer to do
outreach and education for residents
Hire a technical ecologist or something similar to
provide technical advice to residents

OUTREACH INCENTIVES
-

Signage at the site for properties – educate the
community by example
Targeted Outreach and public workshops
Able to sign up for a FREE site visit /
assessment
Get the sustainability guide and other resources
out there!

EDUCATION INCENTIVES
-

Case Studies with lessons learned and
contacts for more information
Property specific information for new
owners
Put documents about design on the
website
Provide ecological landscape design
resources, maintaining natural vegetation
Practical workshops with site visits
Green Shores information program for
youth (Camp Capernwray program?)
Train local folks on green shores
approaches

FINANCIAL INCENTIVES
-

Tax incentives for maintaining the Green
Shores approach
NAPTEP possible for shorelines?
Grants for projects
Make the sites with potential priorities
Support a soft shore project, educate on
the work and lessons learned
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WORKSHOP SITES
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Thetis Green Shores Scenarios Workshop

June 13, 2014

SHORELINE DATA FOR
THETIS ISLAND
To help prepare for shoreline works on Thetis Island, the following are useful information sources that have
been prepared for the Islands Trust to better understand the shorelines on Thetis Island.

Data on Coastal Processes on Thetis Island
Understanding a beach’s natural dynamic process is a key consideration for Green Shores practices. In
2011, Thetis received shoreline mapping for the entire island, showing shoreline type, energy and sediment
movement, vulnerable shorelines, as well as watersheds draining to vulnerable shorelines.
The shoreline maps are included at the end of this package, along with their methodology report.

Data on Shoreline Habitats on Thetis Island
Shorelines are home to plenty of ecosystems that are integral to the larger marine food chain. These
shoreline habitats have become more and more sensitive and endangered due much in part to human
intervention on the foreshore.
Two key studies done over the last three years to map these habitats on Thetis Island are the Eelgrass
Mapping project and the Forage Fish Habitat Assessment reporting. The final maps for these reports are
included at the end of this information package.

A Final Note: Archaeological Considerations and Green Shores approaches
The Coast Salish Nations have been living on the shores of the Gulf Islands since time immemorial, so
archaeological considerations are a key consideration for our shorelines as well. Because sea levels
have been lower for the last 10 000 years, there is high potential for sites visible in the modern shore to
extend into the beach and common for burials to be found in the exposure at shore and in the beach.
Archaeological advice notes that a hard surface may work from an archaeological perspective if the
beach is hard bedrock but hard surfaces on a soft beach will tend to erode, even if one digs down 6 feet
(which would potentially impact significant archaeological deposits, be costly, and time consuming).
Vegetation seems to be key for dealing with erosion at noted archaeological sites. Woody debris and
logs can provide a base for sediments to be captured and plants to grow, protecting sites of important
cultural and historical significance.
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Draft 2015 Local Planning Committee Meeting Dates
February 12, 2015
May 21, 2015
August 20, 2015
November 12, 2015
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